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FAKE NEWS
(tip of the iceberg)

Big Data surveillance, Computational 
psychology, Psychographics, Automated 
engagement scripts, Emotional 
manipulation, Personality targeting, 
Dark post campaigns, Propaganda 
networks, Hyperbias, Bot Gestapos, 
Weaponized AI, Sentiment analysis, 
Algorithmic curation, Ideological 
matrices, Filter bubbles 
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“The results support previous studies regarding the 
Net Generation being just as heterogeneous as any 
other cohort and furthermore, also the clusters 
resembling Digital Natives contain users with rather 
poor ICT skills, which refutes the assumption of 
net savvy Digital Natives.”

Ståhl, T. (2017) How ICT savvy are Digital Natives actually?
https://www.idunn.no/dk/2017/03/how_ict_savvy_are_digital_natives_actually?languageId=2 

https://www.idunn.no/dk/2017/03/how_ict_savvy_are_digital_natives_actually?languageId=2


https://twitter.com/josiefraser/status/968395395331182592 

https://twitter.com/josiefraser/status/968395395331182592


The New York Journal and Advertiser (1897)

The Daily Mail (1917)The New York Sun (1835)Weekly World News (1993)

FAKE NEWS
IN HISTORY



“Those who control the present, control 
the past and those who control the past 
control the future.”

- George Orwell (1984)



https://www.wbur.org/news/2019/11/22/mit-nixon-deep-fake

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaq4sWFvnAY


via Marietje Schaake (Twitter)

https://twitter.com/MarietjeSchaake/status/1180166896294887424


12th December 2019



https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/09/facebook-voters-used-as-lab-rats-targeted-political-advertising 



https://www.buzzfeed.com/alanwhite/2019-general-election-disinformation 



https://www.buzzfeed.com/alanwhite/2019-general-election-disinformation 



https://twitter.com/JamesAALongman/status/1200471811793793025



Dev tools are built into every browser...



https://www.prankmenot.com/?twitter_tweet



https://www.technologyreview.com/f/614697/the-uks-election-will-put-facebooks-political-ads-policies-to-the-test 

“As in the last UK election, just two years ago, 
targeted ads on social media will play a big role 
as the major parties try to convince wavering 
voters or shore up their own support. This time 
around, however, Facebook has a clearer 
(and more controversial) stance on what it 
will and won’t allow on its platform. 
Specifically, it’ll be the first major election 
where its policy of letting politicians lie in 
ads is put to the test, a stance that has 
come under increasing pressure since 
Twitter said it would ban political ads last 
week.”



https://news.yahoo.com/mark-zuckerberg-doubles-down-defense-025247526.html

“Facebook co-founder Mark Zuckerberg is 
brushing off criticism – again – about his social 
media company posting political ads that 
contain false information, explaining to “CBS 
This Morning” host Gayle King that he doesn’t 
think private companies “should be 
censoring politicians.”
“What I believe is that in a democracy it’s really 
important that people can see for themselves 
what politicians are saying, so they can make 
their own judgments,” Zuckerberg said, 
repeating his standpoint he first made in 
October during a speech at Georgetown 
University. “And, you know, I don’t think 
that a private company should be 
censoring politicians or news.”



https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-12-01/facebook-removes-seven-u-k-tory-party-ads-after-bbc-complaint

“One of the ads included an edited video clip of BBC 
political editor Laura Kuenssberg saying “pointless 
delay to Brexit,” followed by newsreader Huw Edwards 
stating “another Brexit delay,” the Press Association 
reported Nov. 28. The language is similar to the 
central message of the Tory election campaign 
and the ad makes it appear that the BBC 
presenters are supporting the party.
The fight to govern Britain has already generated 
controversy on social media. During Prime Minister 
Boris Johnson‘s debate with Labour Party leader 
Jeremy Corbyn last month, the Conservative Party’s 
public-relations unit rebranded its Twitter page as 
“factcheck U.K.,” prompting criticism that it was 
claiming to be verifying information independently. 
Twitter Inc. warned it would take action if the account 
was used for similar purposes in the future.”



https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/2019/08/19/facebook-finds-refuge-in-%C2%A7230-at-least-for-now

“Section 230(c)(1) of the Communications Decency Act of 
1996 (CDA) was enacted to facilitate the growth of the 
Internet, by immunizing Internet service providers (ISPs) 
from liability in connection with third party content that 
appeared on their “interactive computer service.” It 
states: “No provider or user of an interactive 
computer service shall be treated as the publisher 
or speaker of any information provided by another 
information content provider.” 





“The best minds of my generation are 
thinking about how to make people 
click ads.”

- Jeff Hammerbacher (early Facebook employee)



via Pavel Durov (Telegram)



Diagrams from The Age of Surveillance Capitalism 
by Shoshana Zuboff



“[T]he competitive dynamics of these new 
markets drive surveillance capitalists to acquire 
ever-more-predictive sources of behavioral 
surplus: our voices, personalities, and emotions. 
Eventually, surveillance capitalists 
discovered that the most-predictive 
behavioral data come from intervening in 
the state of play in order to nudge, coax, 
tune, and herd behavior toward profitable 
outcomes. Competitive pressures produced this 
shift, in which automated machine processes not 
only know our behavior but also shape our 
behavior at scale. With this reorientation from 
knowledge to power, it is no longer enough to 
automate information flows about us; the goal 
now is to automate us.”



“[Facebook researchers] tweaked 
the algorithm by which Facebook 
sweeps posts into members’ news 
feeds, using a program to analyze 
whether any given textual snippet 
contained positive or negative words. 
Some people were fed primarily 
neutral to happy information from 
their friends; others, primarily 
neutral to sad. Then everyone’s 
subsequent posts were evaluated for 
affective meanings.
The upshot? Yes, verily, social 
networks can propagate positive 
and negative feelings!”

https://slate.com/technology/2014/06/facebook-unethical-experiment-it-made-news-feeds-happier-or-sadder-to-manipulate-peoples-emotions.html



Andrew Fairclough



https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/11/google-facebook-surveillance-privacy

“This extraction and analysis of people’s 
personal data on such an 
unprecedented scale is incompatible 
with every element of the right to 
privacy, including the freedom from 
intrusion into our private lives, the right to 
control information about ourselves, and the 
right to a space in which we can freely 
express our identities.”
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https://xkcd.com/2212



https://www.ianwelsh.net/why-elites-are-creating-surveillance-states

“Surveillance societies are sterile 
societies. Everyone does what they’re 
supposed to do all the time, and because 
we become what we do, it affects our 
personalities. It particularly affects our 
creativity, and is a large part of why Communist 
surveillance societies were less creative than 
the West, particularly as their police states 
ramped up.”



https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/10/1/20887003/tech-technology-evolution-natural-inevitable-ethics

“There’s a growing chasm between 
how everyday users feel about the 
technology around them and how 
companies decide what to make. 
And yet, these companies say they 
have our best interests in mind. 
We can’t go back, they say. We 
can’t stop the “natural evolution 
of technology.” But the “natural 
evolution of technology” was 
never a thing to begin with, 
and it’s time to question what 
“progress” actually means.”



https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/08/the-age-of-privacy-nihilism-is-here/568198

“Online services are only accelerating the reach 
and impact of data-intelligence practices that 
stretch back decades. They have collected your 
personal data, with and without your 
permission, from employers, public records, 
purchases, banking activity, educational 
history, and hundreds more sources. They have 
connected it, recombined it, bought it, and sold 
it. Processed foods look wholesome compared to your 
processed data, scattered to the winds of a thousand 
databases. Everything you have done has been 
recorded, munged, and spat back at you to benefit 
sellers, advertisers, and the brokers who service them. 
It has been for a long time, and it’s not going to stop. 
The age of privacy nihilism is here, and it’s time to 
face the dark hollow of its pervasive void.”
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QUESTIONS

https://literaci.es

Social
● twitter.com/dajbelshaw
● linkedin.com/in/dajbelshaw
● mastodon.social/@dajbelshaw



https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/slow-facebook

“The pattern began with Facebook’s 2016 
announcement that it would partner with 
third-party fact-checkers to flag false information 
on the platform. Nearly two and a half years later, 
those fact-checkers have only recently begun to 
receive data about the effectiveness of their work. 
Many of them have publicly expressed frustration 
with Facebook.
Another initiative is the ad archive, which offers 
insight into who buys advertisements and which 
users they target them to. One researcher 
recently quoted in the New York Times called 
it “broken,” finding it impossible to pull the 
necessary data from an archive that itself 
was previously shown to be incomplete.”


